
Innovation! Quality! Value!

Digicut 45MK2
The new Dumor Digicut 
45 offers professional 
cutting quality in a small 
size machine! Dumor’s 
safety cutting system. 
Cut width  to 45 cm, 
cut length to 52 cm, cut 
depth to 5 cm. Motorized 
press, electric cutting, 
programmable backguage 
with digital display, front and 
rear guarding, cabinet included, 
laser illuminated cut line, fully 
guaranteed and the best price 
anywhere. 

Digicut 52

Cutters

Hydrocut 52

The most advanced 
hydraulic cutter! Dumor’s 

safety cutting system, 
cut width to 52 cm, cut 

length to 52 cm, cut depth 
to 8 cm, hydraulic press, 

pressure adjustment to 30kN 
via valve with guage, fast 

hydraulic cutting with swing 
cut, foot pedal preclamping, 

laser illuminated cut line, IR front 
guarding, wide tables standard, 

large digital display with all 
information on the screen, 9x8 
programs, highest backguage 

accuracy, fully guaranteed and 
the best prices anywhere.

The world’s most advanced 52cm cutter at a super 
attractive price. This 4th generation cutter has all the 
features you need built in, no options needed! 
On other cutters you would have to 
pay 1000s more for the same 
specifications: Full 52 cm x 6.5 cm 
cutting capacity, laser illuminated 
cutting line, full depth rear table, 
servo driven super accurate 
double guided backguage 
with push out function, twice the 
accuracy of other cutters, stand 
with lockable cupboard  included, 
not an expensive option, the most 
comprehensive digital backlit display 
ever, all settings visible on at one glance 
(no more scrolling a menu), 9 programs, 
8 positions per program, electric press is 
programmable from 2000 n to 20000n force, 
no other compact cutter has this function, pre 
clamping function to pre-position the stack, electric 
cut with swing motion for a cleaner cut and less  blade 
force, full IR guarding to en 1010-3, extra deep stainless 
steel  front tables for  cutting longer paper  and ease of 
positioning, wide table fitment standard, stack your paper before 
and after cutting, blade safety changing tool, easy change cutting 
stick, ultra low maintenance requirement, the lowest cost of ownership, 
fully parts supported, spare parts are  very low cost compared to other 
cutters.
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Finally a cost effective card cutter for all sizes of cards! Compact 
size, A4 or A3 versions, card from 120 gsm to 300gsm, cut width 
85–89-90mm, programmable cut lengths 45/50/54/95/127, 
optional on line creasing/perfing, auto card feeder, double 
sheet separator, image compensation by mark 
reader, long life blades, Dumor’s pre 
programmed cut and paste layout 
templates, fully guaranteed and 
the best prices anywhere.

Creasers

SRA3 Cardcutter

High quality, low cost hand creasers that anyone 
can afford! 35 or 45 cm width, card to 400 gsm, 
plastic matrix is kind to digital print surfaces, 2 
mechanical stops, optional 4 magnetic stops for 
odd shapes, all steel construction, sharp, deep 
crease

Hand creasers

CCP 650

Crease, cut, perf in one pass! Card  
to 400 gsm, to 595 wide, skew ad-
justment, infeed table, tool-less pres-
sure adjustment, quickfit shafts and 
tools, digital print nylon counter tools 
with 3 crease widths, male/female 
combi tools for book covers, slitter, 
perfing tool all included in the price! 
Outfeed table with magnetic stops, 
variable speed, fully guaranteed 
and the best prices anywhere.

Auto Bar Creaser 
Fully Automatic modular finishing system

The world’s most modern bar creaser that anyone can 
afford! Hand feed or suction feed, modular and field 
upgradable! Buy what you can afford now, then upgrade! 
Full touchscreen display control panel, 2 speed settings, 16 
crease positions, 16 nameable programs via qwerty keyboard on 
touchscreen, accuracy better than 1/10mm, tools can be set for 
shallow or deep crease, tools can be set facing up or down, outfeed 
perfing tools/creasing tools available, narrow crease bar optional, perfing bar 
optional, super quiet operation, fully guaranteed and the best prices anywhere. 

Laminators

Trident 46

Trident 33 Autofeed 
with optional film trimmers

Trident 110

New and unique! The world’s finest laminators for digital print! 4 
sizes: Trident 36/46/66/110 cm. The trident series of auto feeding 
double / single side laminator allows you to do all possible kinds of 
lamination with just one compact flexible machine, with a really 
attractive price!

• Auto feeding of substrate to a3+ with sheet overlap control
• Single sided thin film / thin substrate
• Single sided thin film / thicker substrate with double sided print
• Double sided thick film , medium to think substrate   

encapsulation
• Cold film pressure sealing 

The trident has a totally new de-curling system with 2 distinct types 
of de-curler. A unique variable height rotating roller for de-curling 
of thicker stock with absolutely no scratching of the inner side, 
perfect for digital print. A variable height de-curling bar for sharper 
de-curling of thin stock that usually can’t be de-curled properly. 
A bypass for straight through flow of double sided laminate. This, 
coupled with the best quality of soft silicone rollers, will absorb any 
digital print height variance on the sheet and eliminate bubbling. 
Make no mistake! This industrial duty machine is probably the best 
that money can buy and is made in the most modern production 
facilities. 

Digipouch 6 Roller

Digipouch 10 Roller

The best pouch laminators money 
can buy and with affordable prices. 

2 kinds: 6 roll and 10 roll, all steel 
construction, the best quality full 

silicone rubber rollers, heated rolls, 
digital LCD touch screen contol with 
preset settings and auto cool down 

program, clamsheel opening for 
cleaning, fast warm up, feed speed 
to 4 m / min, will also laminate hard 

covers, fully guaranteed and the best 
prices anywhere. 

Staple Folder 20

TTTrrri

The most advanced stapler folder. 2 heads, 4 
heads optional, standard or loop staples, out 
of staples signal, silent operation, fast cycle 
time about 2 sec, A6 to A3 + infeed size, top 
stapling or saddle stapling, fold to 20 sheets 
70 gsm, mark-less folding, counter, auto start 
program, fully guaranteed and the best prices 
anywhere.
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The world’s best value stapler. 1 head, standard 
or loop staples, will penetrate up to 30+ sheets, 
fast, multifuntion table, saddle/flat position, side 
guides, front stops, heavy fully cast base, guarded 
staple area, fully guaranteed and the best prices 
anywhere. 

Heavy Duty Stapler
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Light Duty Corner Rounder
The world’s best selling light duty 
corner rounder with multiple tool 

fitments! The Dumor corner rounder 
can cut into 5mm of paper and 

has many tooling options for round 
corner or half moon applications with 
a front guide, tools can be changed 
in seconds, fully guaranteed and the 

best prices anywhere.

Heavy Duty Corner Rounder

Corner 
Rounders

The worlds best table top corner 
rounder with an attractive price! This 
corner rounder will shear the paper up 
to 2 cm, integrated paper press for 
holding the stack steady, several knives 
available, standard fitment R6 blade, 
very stable fully cast construction, long 
lever arm, fully guaranteed and the 
best prices anywhere. 
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The world’s best table top binder with super attractive pricing,  auto clamp 
and cover press-binding to B4 size, to 36 mm thick, slitting milling, padding 
function, programmable for: book holding time, loading time, cover clamp 
time and pressure, micrometer cover press adjustment, counter, standby 
mode, 1 glue roller, 1 scraper, fully guarded, fully guaranteed and with the 
best prices anywhere. 

Table Top Binder

Binders
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Digibind 60APSG
The same features as the 60AP but 
with 2 glue tanks and integrated side 
gluing! Incredible on a machine of 
this size and price!

The most user friendly auto binder money 
can buy, specifically made for book for one 
applications, binding to A3, milling to 45 mm 
x 2 mm, padding to 58mm, suction cover 
feeder, dual glue pots with side gluing and 
3 roller system, fully programmable for all 
functions, special adjustment for glue roller 
speed to bring up more or less glue, self 
setting glue cut off, self setting creasing rollers, 
self setting cover guides, book soft ejection, 
fume extraction, dual vortex chip extraction 
with exterior waste bag.

M7

The world’s strongest 
airblast to separate your 
digitally printed sheets! 
From A6 to 350 x 500mm, 
to 5cm stack, adjustable air 
flow with 10 vents, adjustable 
jogging intensity, adjustable 
timer, adjustable inclination, 
table standing, optional floor 
stand, fully guaranteed. 

Airjogger

The worlds fastest compact punch. This 
punch is better than any other compact 
punch, faster to 50 cycle/min, super 
accurate tools give you the best quality 
holes with no fluff or shards, all kinds of 
tools available, priced to beat any other 
punch, 36 cm width, 25 sheet clean 
cut, adjustable front and side guides, 
tool change over takes just seconds, 
de-pinnable, footpedal, Dumor’s unique 
multicloser will close any kind of wire/spiral/
comb, fully guaranteed and the best prices 
anywhere. 

HD Punch
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HD Punch Tools

Closing Device

A3 HD Folder with tandem feeding
Now you have a choice! Before there 
were only the Uchida clone machines. 
Now you can buy at a far lower price 
the exact equivalent machine with all 
the same features! A5 to A3, friction 
feed, variable speed to 9000/hr, fully 
auto setting fold plates with all standard 
fold patterns preprogrammed, 36 
custom program memories, empty 
bin sensor, skew adjustment, jam 
sensor, extra large fold rollers on ball 
bearings, fully covered fold plates for 
low noise set and preset counter, fully 
guaranteed. 

Folders
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New 
Products!

7 Tool Corner 
Rounder
Motorized corner 
rounder, 7 tools on an 
index turret fom r2 to 
r8, 60mm shearing 
capacity, paper press, 
adjustable guides, 
optional half moon 
cutter and guide to ca. 
20mm.
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